10% Towards Helping Herps
Throughout all of 2021 we are providing a 10%
donation from all UK fencing supply sales to
help the Amphibian and Reptile Conservation
Trust (ARC) in their efforts to support these
vulnerable species.
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THANK YOU!
Dear Ecology
Advocate,
At Animex Fencing & Mitigation Solutions we pride ourselves in our
ecological knowledge and dedication to providing reliable solutions
to help mitigate the impacts of development on some of our most
sensitive species.
Our range of fencing products and accessories include everything
you are familiar with, with the added benefit that anything supplied
by us will help contribute to the ongoing conservation of reptiles
and amphibians across the UK.
We also have everything needed to bring a project to life. Whether
that is taking care of any fencing installation and recovery or
enhancing habitats with the creation of new ponds and vegetation
maintenance we have the teams and tools to take care of it.
Thank you for taking the time to learn more about our products and
services. I hope we can work together on a project soon.

Steve Béga
UK - RESEARCH & SALES
info@animexfencing.com
01329 832 841
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Free-Standing : Below Ground

01
TEMPORARY

Free-Standing : Below Ground
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Attached to Crash Barrier : Above Ground
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Free-Standing : Below Ground
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SEMI-PERMANENT

PERMANENT

POLYTHENE

HDPE

PERMANENT

The most common and light weight fencing option for

This popular solution withstands the impacts of seasonal

Our heavy duty permanent fence panels are made from

This unique metallic alloy is the ultimate long term solution

temporary projects is our range of polythene fencing.

vegetation maintenance and is easily recoverable making it

recycled materials and commonly used around new housing

for any project and a popular choice along many roads and

our top pick for projects up to 5 years in length.

developments and utility sites.

large scale linear infrastructure projects. Made to order, this

HDPE

Suitable for projects up to 1 year this is extremely quick

METAL

product can be custom built to suit the needs of any project

and easy to install and great for seasonal drift fencing or

As it is available in 2 different heights it give you the option

These are able to be installed on their own as a free-

and installed to provide continual protection for reptiles,

translocation projects.

to ensure you only use what you need and as it is made from

standing solution or attached to any existing fence or barrier

amphibians and small mammals. It can also be combined

recycled material it gives even more peace of mind that this

to provide a low impact and effective exclusion or guidance

with large fencing designed for large mammals to provide

is a great option for your project.

solution.

even further protection and direction where needed.

NEWT

NEWT

1m x 100m (17kg)
PER ROLL: £52
PER METRE: £0.52

85cm x 100m (85kg)
PER ROLL: £200
PER METRE: £2.00

SNAKE

120cm x 75m (87kg)
PER ROLL: £220
PER METRE: £2.20

85cm x 2.4m (6kg)
PER SHEET: £20
PER METRE: £8.35 ~

SNAKE

1m x 2.4m (7kg)
PER SHEET: £22
PER METRE: £9.20 ~

2.4m SHEETS / CUSTOM
PER METRE: £45
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POSTS

1m x 50mm x 50mm (FSC) : £0.95 ea
1.2m x 38mm x 38mm (FSC) : £1.10 ea
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INSTALLATION
HABITAT MANAGEMENT & CREATION

FIXINGS
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PITFALLS
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Clout Nails (2.5kg) : £13
Washers (250pc) : £20

Accessories

Small Round (5.7 L) : £2.50 ea
Large Round (8.7L) : £3.25 ea
Large Rectangle (10.9L) : £3.40 ea

Installation & Removal.
We have the teams and the tools to take care of all your
fencing needs. Our ecologically trained installers can work
unsupervised and sensitively ensure all fences are erected and
recovered with minimal disturbance to habitats and wildlife. All

TREE GUARDS
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we need to provide an estimate is a location, an amount and

WATERVOLE FENCING
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Bringing Habitats to life.

450mm x 38mm (50pcs): £30
600mm x 38mm (50pcs): £45
600mm x 85mm (50pcs): £90
750mm x 85mm (50pcs): £120

1.2m x 2.4m (11.8kg)
PER SHEET: £28
PER METRE: £11.70 ~

desired fence type or anticipated project duration.

Habitat restoration, creation and management are our
favourite areas of expertise. Whether it’s digging a new pond,
cutting back scrub or installing hibernacula our crews are
here to help you. If you have a project that you would like us
to provide assitance on or provide more advice about how we
could help bring your ideas to life then please get in touch.

Animex International
ADDRESS

CONTACT

UK Head Office

01329 832 841

K4 Keppel, Daedalus Park
Lee-on-the-Solent,

ONLINE

Hampshire

info@animexfencing.com

PO13 9FX

animexfencing.com

(Part of the Ecosupport Group)

@animexfencing
/animexfencing
/animex-fencing

